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* What is the difference between baseball and softball?

Baseball is team sport where a player on one team attempts to throw a hard, fist- sized ball p

A team scores only when batting, by advancing past a series of four markers called bases arran
Softball is a variant of baseball played with a larger ball on a smaller field. Despite it...
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* What is the difference between baseball and softball?

Baseball is team sport where a player on one team attempts to throw a hard, fist- sized ball p

A team scores only when batting, by advancing past a series of four markers called bases arran

Softball is a variant of baseball played with a larger ball on a smaller field. Despite its na

* What are baseballs made of?

Generally, the core of the ball is made of rubber, cork or a mixture of the two and sometimes,

A leather cover is used put on in two pieces and is stitched together using 108 stitches of wa

* What are bats made of?
Usually, baseball bats are made of wood. Most wooden bats are made from ash wood. Other woods

For professional baseball, only wooden bats are permitted. They are not allowed to be corked o
For amateur baseball, both wood and metal alloy bats are permitted.

* What are the different kinds of baseball mitts?
In the beginning of baseball, the players did not wear baseball mitts and gloves. They played

Today, there are already different kinds of baseball mitts. These are the catcher´s mitt, base

The catcher´s mitt is big, round and padded. The baseman´s mitt is longer than the other kinds
The fielder´s mitt has two types, the infielder´s mitt and the outfielder´s mitt. The infielde

* How far apart are the bases?

The baseball bases, along with the home plate, should form a perfect diamond. According to the

* How far is it from the pitcher´s mound to home plate?

The distance of the pitcher´s mound from the home plate is fifty-nine feet, or eighteen meters

The pitcher´s mound is the raised section in the of the baseball field or in the middle of the
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